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Greetings Colleagues & Friends It’s a pleasure to say that this is the start of my!
third year as the editor of our AGLOW - HORIZONS
newsletter. It doesn’t seem that long ago by any means.
However, due to myriad restrictions and detours brought about by COVID, it seems an eternity. I
have yet to attend an AGLOW conference since becoming editor. 2020 was cancelled and conflicts prevented
me from attending in 2021.
Besides the anticipated meeting up of friends I
only see once a year, it’s been frustrating for me as I
was hoping to personally thank all of you who’ve been
such accommodating contributors to these pages.
For an organization whose body is made up of
communicators, it’s surprising how few seem to have
anything to say when it comes to putting something in
their newsletter. However, a small, dedicated and highly
accomplished cluster of writer-friends always come
through with entertaining and informative stories - which
I most certainly appreciate, and hope you do, too.
Compiling copy for inclusion in the newsletter is
based on what’s still current or timely, sometimes editing
down through the occasional marketing quasi-hyperbole
to make it fit text space.
Stories of member’s adventures are always
welcome, too. It’s hoped that some of you will also be
inspired to pursue the information within press releases
and other announcements to formulate your own stories
in your own markets.
Think of it as kind of like the job of tourism marketers: They are ones who attract the ducks to fly over
your pond - but it’s still up to you to shot ‘em down.
Hopefully this will bring lots of ‘ducks’ your way
within these pages. Here’s to good hunting on your part.
Be Safe; Be Smart; Have Fun in ’22
— Tom Watson
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appy New Year to members of the AGLOW family around the United States and Canada. Judging by the
ample social media postings from a multitude of members, most of us are out doing what we do, experiencing the incredible outdoors, capturing moments and inspirations, and sharing them with broader audiences. And I know the easier it looks to the audience, the harder it often was to plan, do and produce.
Still, what a gig! We are blessed.
I’m excited to announce the passage of needed updates to our bylaws, streamlining membership criteria
and revamping committee structure. Thanks Trent Marsh and committee for the incredible work you did in this
area. There is more to be done, though, and I look forward to a second push to finish the project this year. Members can log in to the member portal on our website where the updated bylaws and committees should be available under the menu item “Association Business.”
Speaking of committee restructuring, we’re looking for AGLOW members to step up - give back if you
will - and share a little time and a lot of talent with committees needing your vitality and ideas. If you’re interested
in serving on a committee, please let me or any of our executive team know soonest. We are working on committee charters and hope to appoint committee chairs and members by January’s end. This will give committees
time to begin work before the mid-year board meeting scheduled in March.
This year’s fall conference is in beautiful Branson, Missouri. A state record 40-pound, 6-ounce brown
trout was caught nearby in September 2019! The venue is, simply, spectacular. I assure you we will assemble a
conference program you don’t want to miss. We’re always open to ideas for sessions and topics that might be of
broad membership interest so if you have a suggestion please send them to Mark Smith or me.
These are interesting times. We’re still in a pandemic, although the virus’ latest variants don’t seem to be
as lethal as those that shut things down in 2020. We hope things improve as the year progresses. Hunting and
fishing participation and recreational shooting are up around most of the country. New audiences are hungry for
information and stories. Who will produce them? Fortunately, AGLOW is in sound financial position and poised
for growth. Recruiting new members isn’t difficult. Simply ask someone who might qualify. New members represent mutual benefit – creating a relationship where both the individual and the organization grow and learn.
Finally, he wasn’t an AGLOW member, but Kentuckian Soc Clay, one of the country’s preeminent outdoor photographers “in the day” passed away recently. I met Soc more than 25 years ago at another association’s gathering. He was welcoming, never hesitant about sharing his vast expertise. I hope our young or new
members can look around AGLOW and realize there are many like Soc, people with reservoirs of knowledge
ready to be tapped. Take advantage of this opportunity. Although some of our work may live on – for a while
anyway - none of us will be here forever. Treasure the friendships you make, the relationships you forge and the
businesses you create.
— Respectfully Yours, Ken Perrotte
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appy New Year! I am entering into 2022 hopeful that we will usher in a return to normalcy,
whatever that means for us from here on. In that spirit, we have our first media camp of the
year staged and ready to go. It will take place at Lake of the Woods, Minnesota, hosted by
Paul and Brandi Johnson at River Bend’s Resort and sponsored by St. Croix Rods, Al’s Goldfish Lure and Lake of the Woods Tourism. Walleyes and whatever else comes up through the ice is on
the agenda for this trip. This trip filled up fast, so if you didn’t make the cut for this event stay tuned
as I am working on several others for later in 2022.
I am also putting the final touches on planning for the Mid-Winter meeting of the board of directors. Lynn Berry and Larry Whiteley form the Branson Lakes CVB will be hosting us for the
meeting and facilitating our pre-conference site visit for the upcoming 2022 annual conference, which
will be held in Branson.
Membership renewals are in full swing and by now, if you haven’t paid your dues, you have
received at least a couple of notices via email. If you are having trouble taking care of it online and
require assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out to me and I will be happy to help. This is also a
good time to take a look at your member profile and update it as needed. Keep in mind, this is what
other members see when they seek you out in the member directory. Again, if you need any assistance or have questions about this, please do not hesitate to reach out to me for help.
Regarding the website, there are numerous updates currently being worked on. Unfortunately
our web provider is suffering the pandemic woes that many companies are also experiencing and are a
little overwhelmed and under staffed. So, bear with us over the next few weeks while these updates
are being implemented.
Two things that did not get added to the automated renewals were the credits for member referrals and the discounted rate for paying dues for multiple years. So, if you referred one or more new
members in 2021 and would like the referral discount credited to your 2022 dues, please reach out to
me and I will manually apply this credit to your account. The same goes for multiple year dues, if
you would like to pay for three years and receive the $50 discount, you must reach out to me so that I
can handle that invoice manually. I can be reached by email or by phone almost any time.
Stay Safe and Happy New Year!
Mark Smith
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Smith’s Consumer Products Joins Forces with
King Eider Communications
Partnership Sharpens Focus on Knives, Tools and Accessories

S

uccess on the water and in the woods requires
excellent tools. Smith’s Consumer Products offers everything outdoors enthusiasts need to enjoy nature’s bounty, both in the field and at the table.
Smith’s Consumer Products is an Arkansasbased company that traces its history to 1886. For
decades, Smith’s primary business focused on knifesharpening tools based on Arkansas stone or razor
stone – a natural sharpening stone found only in the
mountains of Arkansas. In recent years, Smith’s has
expanded its product offerings to include a comprehensive array of precision-crafted knives, tools, and
accessories for use on the water, in the field, and at
home. Now, outdoors enthusiasts can turn to the recognized experts in sharpening for all of their knife
and tool needs. Smith’s knife, tool, and accessory
offerings extend from the field and water to the
home and table, with products for kitchen and shop
use as well as everyday carry needs.
Effective December 1, 2021, King Eider
Communications began handling all of Smith’s Consumer Products’ public and media relations activities, social media content creation and management,
and media buying needs. “Our company has been
keeping knives sharp for over 130 years,” notes
Ricky Dukes, Vice President of Marketing for
Smith’s Consumer Products. “During the past few
years, Smith’s has introduced a slew of new knives,
tools, and related accessories in the fishing, hunting,
and outdoors channels. Our partnership with King
Eider Communications
will dramatically enhance trade and consumer
awareness of Smith’s product lines in these rapidly
expanding markets.”
JANUARY, 2022

King Eider Communications, led by founder
and industry veteran Dena Woerner-Vick, brings
innovation, decades of experience, and deep knowledge of the outdoors marketplace to Smith’s Consumer Products’ efforts. “Whether you are skinning
a trophy buck or filleting the day’s catch, tools,
knives and sharpeners are key to a successful harvesting experience. We are extremely excited about
this partnership as Smith’s reaches all aspects of
outdoor recreation along with kitchen and food
preparation. Smith’s has ‘catch, clean and cook'
down to a science,” said Woerner-Vick.
King Eider Communications will provide
public and media relations expertise supporting
Smith’s Consumer Products by crafting entertaining,
easy-to-read press releases and syndicated stories
and distributing that content to

“…Partnering with King Eider is a
win-win for both companies,”
leading print and digital media outlets. King Eider
Communications will amplify Smith’s Consumer
Products’ messaging and provide customized editorial and advertorial content to trade and consumer

media outlets. The King Eider team will develop
compelling digital content that engages the audience
on Smith’s social media channels. “An exciting year
for Smith’s Consumer Products, 2022 will witness
the launch of bold new products to meet unprecedented consumer demand. Partnering with King Eider is a win-win for both companies,” added Dukes.
Media Contact: Dena Woerner-Vick:
dena@kingeiderpr.com
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AG Composites Names Hunter Outdoor Communications
Agency of Record -

AG Composites, a veteran-owned manufacturer of premium composite rifle stocks,
has named Hunter Outdoor Communications (HOC) as its agency of record. This announcement comes after a careful review process and is effective immediately.
“HOC brings a strong understanding of the firearms market and clearly showcased its
ability and passion to deliver on a broad range of innovative and creative solutions that will help us achieve our goals,” said
Matt Tandy, vice president of operations & sales. “We are excited for this new partnership and are confident that together
we will collaborate to propel AG Composites’ reputation as the number one premier composite rifle stock company offering
the most innovative products in a very timely manner.”
Hunter Outdoor Communications will lead media and public relations and influencer marketing on behalf of AG
Composites.
About AG Composites
AG Composites is a veteran-owned company that designs and manufactures advanced composite products in Owens
Cross Roads, Ala. The company uses modern design software to create Computer Aided Design (CAD) models and the
highest quality carbon fiber, epoxy and paint to make its line of rifle stocks. Every stock is tested with the action, bottom
metal and barrel hardware before it ships to the customer - delivering its products in weeks, not months.
AG Composites’ mission is to be the most responsive reliable and supportive supplier in the advanced composites industry. www.agcomposites.com.
Editorial Contact: Karen Lutto: karen@hunteroc.com; www.hunteroc.com

Meet the Ultimate Suspending Jerkbait Shimano’s New World Minnow 115SP Upends the Jerkbait Universe - Trophy bass don’t

grow to supersized proportions by being gullible or easily
fooled. Shimano answers the cry of avid anglers to catch
more and bigger fish by crafting superior lures that elevate
good trips into great ones. By

leveraging the revolutionary BOOST CONCEPT – an elegant synthesis of three premium Shimano technologies –
the Shimano World Minnow 115SP stands ready to trigger
explosive strikes from even the wariest bass.
The Shimano World Minnow 115SP redefines the
shallow-diving jerkbait paradigm by providing anglers with
access to three unique lure technologies, each designed
to outperform – and outlast – the competition. The first of
these is FLASH BOOST, which provides a fish-attracting
flash during all phases of the retrieve – even on the
pause. FLASH BOOST suspends a highly polished, reflecJANUARY, 2022

tive foil on micro springs within a hollow chamber in the
lure’s body.
The slightest motion activates this system, sending flash cascading through the water column toward lurking predators. When the angler pauses the bait during the
retrieve, the reflective foil continues to shimmer, effectively
mimicking the flash of a quivering and wounded baitfish
suspended in the water column. The Shimano World Minnow disperses more flash into the water column than any
other shallow-diving jerkbait – in motion or at rest – and no
fish can resist its attractive qualities.
Shimano designed the exclusive JET BOOST
technology with a singularity of purpose: To amplify the
distance of every cast. The World Minnow’s JET BOOST
system increases casting distance and accuracy by capitalizing on the physics of the casting motion with a springloaded weight transfer system. As the angler swings the
lure backward, centrifugal forces cause an internal weight
to slide into the World Minnow’s tail during the backcast,
altering the lure’s center of gravity and driving it farther
through the air as the angler propels it forward. As the
World Minnow enters the water, the spring-loaded weight
returns to its original position, perfectly rebalancing the
lure for proper swimming action. With help from JET
BOOST, anglers can cast the World Minnow up to 22%
longer than lures of comparable size and weight.
6
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The World Minnow’s proprietary SCALE BOOST
system amplifies a fish’s predatory instincts and triggers
more strikes from trophy fish. SCALE BOOST mimics the
realistic patterns of baitfish scales by utilizing an industryexclusive composite-pitch hologram, increasing the
amount and complexity of light reflected through the water,
and triggering strikes from the wariest predators.
The World Minnow 115SP dives to depths of four
to six feet on the retrieve, suspends enticingly when
paused, and exhibits an erratic side-to-side darting action
to trigger aggressive strikes. Each World Minnow is 4 ½
inches (115 mm) long, weighs ⅝ ounce (17 g), and is
available in a library of ten color patterns.
Media Contact: Dena Woerner-Vick:
dena@kingeiderpr.com"

Galco's New Holster fits for the Savage Arms
Stance! - Savage Arms just introduced the new Stance

9mm pistols – and Galco is ready with a wide selection of
holsters!
Belt holsters include the extremely popular premium-steerhide Concealable™, as well as leather-Kydex
hybrid Quick Slide™.Savage. IWB designs for the Stance
are well-represented by the complete KingTuk™ series
that encompasses the hybrid Air, Classic, Deluxe and
newest Cloud variants.
Galco’s highly affordable Carry Lite™ line is represented by the Stow-N-Go™ and Tuck-N-Go™ 2.0 IWBs,
both well-suited for the popular appendix carry position.
The extremely versatile and comfortable UnderWraps™ 2.0 belly band offers nearly infinite options for
gun positioning on the body.
Galco also offers women’s holster handbags, day
planners and ammo carriers for the new Stance!
With holsters in every price range and for multiple carry methods, Galco can help outfit owners of the
new Savage Stance with the highest-quality Americanmade holsters and accessories.
Visit galcoholsters.com today to see the complete line! Contact: Mike Barham -mikeb@galcoholsters.com

Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener New Countertop Sharpener from Smith’s Expertly
Sharpens Any Knife - Every knife – from Grandpa’s

trusty pocketknife to premium cutlery for the kitchen –
performs only as well as its edge.
The Edge Experts at Smith’s Consumer Products, the Arkansas-based manufacturer of premium
JANUARY, 2022
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sharpening products since 1886, is proud to introduce the
ultimate solution for honing the perfect edge, right in the
convenience of your home. The new Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Single Slot Sharpener unites the power of
Nature’s hardest material – diamond – with a fully adjustable sharpening angle that can hone any knife in your
collection. All of this precision engineering is housed within
a sleek, attractive body that fits perfectly in any kitchen.
The Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener expertly sharpens most sporting and kitchen knives with
alloy, carbon, or stainless steel blades. Adjustable, interlocking diamond wheels – the same type as those used by
professional sharpening services – hone the perfect, highperformance edge while minimizing the amount of metal
removed from the blade, extending the knife’s lifetime.
The single-slot design sharpens up to 75% faster than
competitor devices. The Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener hones both edges of the blade simultaneously, eliminating guesswork and guaranteeing a perfect
result.
Unlike most hand-held or countertop sharpeners,
the Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener is entirely adjustable. Most fillet knives have an angle at the cutting edge of 16 degrees, kitchen knives frequently have an
angle of 20 degrees, while hunting and tactical knives can
have blade angles of up to 23 degrees. The proper angle
helps each knife perform to its specifications and meet the
most demanding expectations – both in the field and at
the table. Thanks to a calibrated angle adjustment knob,
the Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener can
hone any blade with an angle as small as 10-degrees, up
to those that require a 30-degree angle. Rigid guides hold
the blade at the proper angle as the user pulls the knife
through the sharpener - a perfect edge – every time you
use it.
The Mesa Diamond Adjustable Electric Sharpener is compact with a footprint 55% smaller than the competition, saving counter space and making it easy to use
in every kitchen and is protected by Smith’s three-year
limited warranty. Media Contact: Dena Woerner-Vick:
dena@kingeiderpr.com"
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the Ouachita Mountains, covering over 47,000 square
miles in western Arkansas and southeastern Oklahoma.
The whetstones manufactured from Arkansas
stone are among the most highly sought-after sharpening

Anglers Gain Dynamic Edge with the All-New
Shimano Curado 150 MGL - Versatile, Lightweight
Casting Reel Unites Performance with Dependability

- Shimano’s lineup of Curado reels provide dependable,
tournament-tested performance in a compact form factor
that enhances success on the water. Shimano now introduces the Curado 150 MGL, providing anglers with unparalleled versatility in the lightest Curado to date.

The perfect combination of a 150-size spool
paired with MagnumLite (MGL) Spool technology, Shimano engineered the Curado MGL 150 for anglers to fish
different techniques with various lure types and sizes with
ease — and with greater casting distance and accuracy.
Shimano engineers built the Curado MGL 150 to
handle giants with a rigid aluminum HAGANE Body and
durable Cross Carbon Drag. Precision gearing lies nestled
at the heart of the Curado MGL 150 with Shimano reel
technologies such as X-Ship, MicroModule Gearing and
SilentTune to create an unmatched reeling experience.
The all-new Shimano Curado MGL 150 is available in three gear ratios to cover virtually every situation
anglers encounter on the water.
Media Contacts: Dena Vick: dena@kingeiderpr.com

Smith’s is Your Premium Choice for Knives,
Tools, and Accessories - Leverage 135 Years of
Experience for Success Afield - For more than a centu-

ry, Smith’s Consumer Products has worked tirelessly to
craft the ultimate sharpening products that deliver the perfect edge, every time. Today, the Edge Experts at Smith’s
have expanded to offer everything that anglers, hunters,
and other outdoor enthusiasts need for success – from the
field and at the table.
Born in Hot Springs, Arkansas in 1886, Smith’s
Consumer Products began as a manufacturer of sharpening tools based on natural Arkansas stone. This unique
mineral – known to geologists as Novaculite – is found in
JANUARY, 2022

tools, renowned for the sharp, high-quality, resilient edges
they produce on a wide range of implements – from surgical instruments and knives to chisels and axes.
Smith’s still produces whetstones from natural
Arkansas stone, but has also expanded to offer a diverse
range of sharpening devices that leverage other edgehoning materials, including ceramics and diamond as well
as expanding our specialized knife and tool offerings –
especially for use on the water and in the field
Smith’s produces a wide range of products that
address the needs of both freshwater and saltwater anglers, including fillet knives, bait knives, shears, clippers,
pliers, and much more.
At Smith’s, hunters will find everything they need
to process both small and large game, including a wide
variety of knives, gut hooks, multi-tools, and even useful
accessories like fire starters to help warm up after a long
day in the woods, and hand sharpeners for maintaining
the perfect edge in the field.
Look for sharpeners, knives, tools, and accessories from the Edge Experts at Smith’s Consumer Products at major retailers from coast-to-coast. Learn more
about Smith’s and their dedication to outdoor adventure by
visiting their website at https://smithsproducts.com.
Media Contact: Dena Woerner-Vick:
dena@kingeiderpr.com!

Galco's Belt Holsters - Ideal for Winter Carry! -

Layering clothes, especially in the winter, can make defensive handguns more difficult to access, but also allows
carry with different methods. Switching seasonally from
IWBs and pocket holsters to belt holsters and shoulder
systems can make the gun both easier to access and
more comfortable to carry.
The classically-designed Avenger combines all
the features of a practical belt holster: full firing grip accessibility; molded sight rail helps to prevent the front sight
from snagging on the draw, while the reinforced holster
opening provides easy one-handed return to the holster.
In addition, the Avenger’s vertical orientation allows the
8
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fastest, wrist-locked draw stroke, while the tension unit
makes micro-adjustment and personalization of the draw
stroke easy.
The Combat Master™ is a premium steerhide
belt holster hand-molded to fit specific handguns. The
traditional high-riding pancake-style design pulls the
handgun tight to the body and making defensive handguns disappear under even light clothing. It features an
open top with firing grip accessibility for speed
The Concealable™ holster, one of Galco’s most
recognizable and innovative belt holsters was the first
holster to use Galco’s innovative forward molding construction method. The unique two-piece construction is
contoured on the body side to the natural curve of the hip,
keeping all the molding on the front of the holster, allowing
for significantly more comfortable carry and a narrower
profile than an ordinary pancake type holster. (Continued

next page..)

Many shooters prefer a belt holster with a retention strap, like the extremely popular FLETCH™. Equally
popular with law enforcement and lawfully armed citizens,
the FLETCH is one of Galco’s most enduring designs.
Also using forward molding, the FLETCH features a reinforced thumb break for security, firing grip accessibility for
speed, and double-stitched seams for durability.
Contact: Mike Barham: mikeb@galcoholsters.com.

Crush Hardwater Variables with G. Loomis IMXPRO Ice Rods - Leverage Premium Tools for Ice
Fishing Success - Action, sensitivity, and purposeful
construction are the driving forces behind the new line of
G. Loomis IMX-PRO Ice rods. By leveraging two complementary manufacturing methods and blank technologies,

JANUARY, 2022
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G. Loomis IMX-PRO Ice rods deliver industry-leading performance to tackle a broad range of ice fishing situations.
Seven IMX-PRO Ice models feature tubular
graphite construction and G. Loomis’ proprietary MultiTaper Design for increased sensitivity and decreased
weight. A series of “micro tapers” within the overall taper of
the rod, the Multi-Taper Design process enables rod engineers to use more material on potential stress points and
less material everywhere else.
With lengths from 33” to 41” and powers ranging
from Medium-Light to Medium-Heavy, tubular graphite
IMX-PRO Ice rods are ideally suited for walleye, pike, and
lake trout applications.
Five additional IMX-PRO Ice models feature solid
graphite construction for unparalleled sensitivity. Each of
these solid graphite blanks delivers Extra-Fast action for
enhanced strike detection and positive hook-setting performance.
All models of the IMX-PRO Ice rods feature a
Hybrid Guide System and are outfitted with ultra-lightweight REC Recoil guides to facilitate ice management.
Solid stainless-steel tip guides provide increased rigidity
and consistent shape. Premium cork handles in solid and
split-grip configurations allow anglers to customize reel
placement on the handle to optimize balance and enhance sensitivity.
Crappie anglers fishing in a shelter will appreciate the exceptional sensitivity and Extra-Fast action of the
IMX-PRO ICE 310 XF, a 31” rod with Light power that
pairs perfectly with a 500-series Shimano Vanford reel.
The IMX-PRO ICE 352 F is a 35” rod with Medium power
and Fast action that excels in hole-hopping walleye applications, especially when paired with a 1000-series Shimano Ultegra reel. When jigging for hard-charging lake
trout in deep water is on the agenda, select the 41” Medium-Heavy power, Fast action IMX-PRO ICE 413 F rod,
equipped with a 2500-series Shimano Vanford.
Media Contact: Dena Vick: dena@kingeiderpr.com

Hawke® Optics RedefinesThe EntryLevel Binocular In 2022 - All-New Vantage 8x42

and 10x42 Binoculars Bring Clarity and Quality at BudgetFriendly Cost Hawke® Optics, the leader in high-quality, highvalue precision sporting optics, breaks new barriers once
again with the all-new Vantage 8x42 and 10x42 binoculars. These exciting new options bring high-quality optics
at an entry-level price point, making them an outstanding
choice for anyone looking to bring things clearer, closer
and crisper.
The Vantage series is powered by Hawke’s System H2 Optics line, which brings extra value to a wide
range of binoculars and scopes that are all dependable,
9
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accurate and affordable. These new binoculars feature
multi-coated optics that are nitrogen-purged and waterand fog proof. The 8x42 binoculars have a field of view of
367 feet at 1,000 yards and weigh just 19.6 ounces. The

10x42 binoculars have a field of view of 304 feet at 1,000
yards and weigh just 19.4 ounces.
These new binoculars are available in 8x42 for
$159 and 10x42 for $169, both in green. These binoculars
make them perfect for someone looking for their first pair
of binoculars, or as a secondary pair for the truck, or boat.
These are outstanding binoculars for hunting, birding
sporting events and more. The new Vantage binoculars
are covered by Hawke’s No-Fault Lifetime Warranty. Info/
contact: www.hawkeoptics.com.
Media contact: www.full-throttlecommunications.com

New Spypoint Flex Delivers Unparralleled InnovaThe SPYPOINT FLEX, the
tion & Flexibility -

latest from the #1 cellular trail camera brand in the world,
continues the SPYPOINT legacy of delivering affordable
innovation and dynamic tools to help every hunter have
their best season ever.!
The new SPYPOINT FLEX captures 33MP photos and 1080p videos with sound. Those videos will also
be available to be transmitted to the SPYPOINT app.
Videos appear in the gallery as an animated preview, after
which you can request the full-length HD version to be
sent to the app. !
Another dynamic innovation with the FLEX is in
the network connectivity. The SPYPOINT FLEX will use a
dual-SIM configuration to deliver multi-carrier auto-connectivity. The FLEX will come with two pre-activated SIM
cards already installed, so when the camera is in use, it
will automatically connect to the network with the strongest, most reliable signal available. Hunters can deploy the
FLEX without worrying about carrier model selection. Getting into the field and receiving photos and videos has

JANUARY, 2022
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never been easier.!
Working in tandem with the dual-SIM system, the
antenna for the FLEX has been redesigned with signal
optimization in mind. The network flexibility of the dualSIM and signal maximi-zation of the new antenna ensure
that any usable signal in the area can be relied upon to
give more hunters the ability to take advantage of the mobile scouting tools SPYPOINT offers.!
The SPYPOINT FLEX has Format and Test buttons right on the camera, allowing you to get the card
ready and verify the position of the camera, photo view,
and transmission, so when you leave the woods you know
your camera is working as it should. Getting your camera
into the field and ready has never been easier. !
The SPYPOINT app and the FLEX are optimized
to work together. The FLEX is GPS-enabled, maximizing
the performance and function of the customizable in-app
maps. You’ll also be able to request firmware updates in
the app for the FLEX, reducing the need for camera visits.
The SPYPOINT commitment to innovation is just as important for the app as it is the cameras, and the next
round of expanded features putting the power of AI and
machine learning to use for our hunters is already underway. !
The SPYPOINT FLEX will be available in the
summer of 2022. CONTACT: Trent Marsh: tmarsh@spypoint.com; visit: www.spypoint.com/flex

Al’s Goldfish Lure Company Celebrates
70th Anniversary - For Al’s Goldfish Lure Company,
2022 is a very special year, a significant milestone in
its corporate evolution. The company will be celebrating the 70th anniversary of its original Al’s Goldfish
lure with a series of special products and giveaways
throughout the year.!
www.alsgoldfish.com. Editorial Contact:
Karen Lutto / karen@hunteroc.com / HOC Website:
www.hunteroc.com.
Read more about the history of Al’s Goldfish in the January 21 issue of
BETWEEN HORIZONS.
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Larry Whiteley to be inducted into
the Missouri Sports Hall of Fame
Conservationist & Outdoor Journalist, U.S. Navy Veteran.
Host of Great Ozark Outdoors from 1976 to the present.
Public Relations Manager for Bass Pro Shops for 23 years
By Dave Barus

Y

ou might say that Larry Whiteley is a common
and uncommon, outdoors Christian man. You
would be correct, but there is so much more. He
shares his life with others in a special way. With listening, honest caring and effective suggestions.
Larry Whiteley is a 1964 graduate of Nixa
High School. A military veteran during our country’s
time of need, he served in the U.S. Navy. Whiteley
has hosted an outdoor broadcast show through The
Great Ozarks Outdoors, Inc., his family corporation,
since 1976. That includes 30 years for the award-
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winning Bass Pro Shops Outdoor World Radio, carried by more than 1,200 radio stations – including
those as part of the American Armed Forces Radio
Network.
He also was the Corporate Public Relations
Manager for Bass Pro Shops for 23 years. Additionally, his voice was the one carried over every Bass
Pro Shops store in America, as it welcomed customers, noted the latest sale and gave outdoor tips.
He also was a crucial part of conservation and kid’s
outdoor education programs.
To date, Whiteley has voiced more than
18,000 radio shows and written more than 5,000 articles communicating the great outdoors to people
worldwide. He still writes for newspapers and magazines, including Hook & Barrel, Outdoor Guide,
Show Me and Missouri Conservation Federation.
Whiteley, a winner of numerous awards
through several outdoors associations, also is an inductee of the National Freshwater Fishing Hall of
Fame. Through all this activity, Larry Whiteley, the
gifted communicator that is everyone’s friend, has
remained a humble man at every turn. Never looking
for credit at any time, Larry is always encouraging
others to step in and get going. With an ear-to-ear
grin. He is a human spark plug for inspiring others.
Missouri Sports Hall of Fame CEO & Executive Director Jerald Andrews unveiled the Class of
2022 in early December. The inductees will be honored on Sunday, February 6 at the Ozark Empire
Fairgrounds. A reception presented by Reliable Toyota will begin at 4 p.m. that day, with the evening
program to follow at 5 p.m. Associate sponsors are
Advertising Plus, Bryan Properties, Great Southern
Bank, Hiland Dairy Foods and Hillyard, Inc.

Hats off, and hearty congratulations
to Larry Whiteley!!
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N

ew technology and outlets
are driving changes in the
video industry at warp
speed. Thanks to smartphones that shoot broadcastquality video, anyone can be a
video producer today. And free
online platforms like YouTube
can help anyone get his or her
videos in front of thousands of
viewers.
A step up from your
phone, you can buy a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera
or a digital video recorder for
less than a thousand dollars. I
can’t keep up with all the new
gear options, so if I want advice
on what equipment to buy and
how to use it, I ask a pro or a
trustworthy retailer.
Regardless of the device
you use to record video, however, you’ll produce a better product if you follow a few basic
principles. Some video producers
succeed in spite (or because) of
breaking all the rules, but if you
have some guidelines to start
with, you’ll know when you’re
shooting outside the box.
Here are ten guidelines
that have helped my colleagues
and me consistently produce
award-winning videos.
1. Work with a script or storyboard. It doesn’t have to be
elaborate with everyone’s lines
spelled out. Sometimes a basic
outline is enough to get you
started. But don’t feel you absolutely must follow your script to
the letter, which leads me to my
second tip…
2. Embrace serendipity. When
my videographer Dave Roll and I
were shooting an intro to a segJANUARY, 2022

Ten Tips for Better Videos
Dan Small

ment on the advantages of using
trail cameras to scout for deer,
we decided to shoot the beginning of my stand-up intro on a
trail camera. I did just that, moving in tight for a distorted closeup, and then turning to face
Dave’s camera a few yards away.
We shot the close-up first, then
moved the main camera into position, and since Dave’s trail

camera shoots high-definition
video, the transition from one
shot to the other was as slick as
goose poop on a wet pier. Which
leads me to my next tip…
3. Embrace humor, but don’t
overdo it. My deer show co-producer Mark LaBarbera suggested
we open the show with a bunch
of different people saying, “Hi,
I’m Dan Small.” We shot eight
or ten of those and ended up using five, then came to me saying,
“No, I’m Dan Small…” We
probably won’t repeat that stunt,
but it lightened up the show from
the start, and, like the trail camera intro, showed viewers we
don’t take ourselves too seriously. In past shows, we have used
outtakes in the credit roll at the
end of the show. When it comes
to humor and satire, Charlie

Berens is the best in the business.
Most of his videos are short––
three minutes or so––and he also
posts some really short videos,
some of which were probably
outtakes that didn’t make the
longer pieces. Which leads me to
my next tip…
4. Watch a lot of videos to get
ideas. If you can stand to watch
them, there are thousands of
videos on every imaginable topic––fishing, hunting, wild foods
gathering, outdoor cooking,
backpacking, camping, and so
on––with quality ranging from
amateur to professional. I look
for new ways to shoot a common
scene, like casting a topwater
bait or scaling a rock wall. And I
look for new content as well,
which leads me to my next tip…
5. For God’s sake, talk about
something you know! (or get
someone qualified to do it) As
the saying goes, there’s more
than one way to skin a cat.
There’s also more than one way
to butcher a rabbit. I’ve heard of
several but had not seen them all
demonstrated and was doing
some research for a magazine
article, so I Googled “How to
butcher a rabbit,” which yielded
3.75 million results in .46 seconds. Some were good, some
were not. The first one I clicked
on started with a shot of a guy
holding a dead snowshoe hare. I
stopped watching when the narrator said, “This is my friend,
Joe. He’s going to show you how
to butcher this hare. He’s never
done this before…” Which leads
me to another pet peeve…
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6. Is it a video or a podcast?
Why fill bandwidth with video
when you’re doing a podcast? I
don’t listen to many podcasts,
but I do browse a few and sometimes let them run in the background when they won’t disrupt
my concentration on something
else. The ones that get me show
two hosts seated across from
each other, each with a microphone. They sometimes have
cool props, like a pile of shed
deer antlers, but often it’s just the
hosts with a beverage. If they
interview a guest, they use Zoom
and show the guest on a wall or
desktop screen. Please don’t
show me talking heads unless
there’s a good reason to. Which
leads me to my next tip…
7. Vary your shots, but don’t
let the effects steal the show.
Putting a camera on a tripod and
shooting a static interview or
conversation with several people
is probably the most boring shot,
but sometimes it’s your only option. When you can do so,
change camera angles and viewpoints to keep your video interesting. Tight shots, tilts up or
down, rack-focus moves, and
pans left or right can call attention to your subject. Instead of
zooming in to a subject, however, stop your camera and refocus
for a tight shot. Getting your
camera low in front of a subject
like a big deer rack can have a
dramatic effect. Underwater
shots can enliven a fishing video
if they show action you couldn’t
otherwise see. But gratuitous
moves are distracting, and a
video filled with them will have
your viewers looking for the next
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one and wondering what your
video is about. Speaking of gratuitous moves, here’s my next
tip…
8. Don’t drone on with drone
shots. A drone can give you an
aerial perspective for a lot less
expense than renting a plane or
helicopter but use drone shots
sparingly. Fly one up a river or
over a woodlot, or do a slow rise
from the ground up to a hunter in
a treestand for a close-up eyelevel view. Which leads me to
my next tip…

shots yet, but they’re on a separate solid-state drive where I can
retrieve them if I ever need them.
These are just a few
ideas that have helped me in this
work over the years. You can
spend a lot of money on camera
gear, but that won’t guarantee
you’ll produce Emmy-quality
videos. You’ll be farther ahead if
you find innovative ways to use
the gear you already have and
pay more attention to technique
and content.

9. Lose the shades. Unless
you’re shooting anglers at noon
on a sunny day, ask your subjects
to take off their sunglasses.
Viewers relate much better to
someone whose eyes they can
see. And finally, here’s one
more…
10. Shoot lots of B-roll. Speaking of seeing, viewers can’t see
what you don’t show, and you
can’t use what you don’t shoot.
“B-roll,” technically speaking,
refers to all the extra shots used
to illustrate a story or fill out a
scene: close-ups of bees gathering pollen for a piece about honey, of an angler’s hands tying on
a new lure, of a shotshell dropping into a shotgun chamber, or
of the chain links on a bunch of
traps hanging from a nail on a
cabin wall. We shoot B-roll we
are likely to use, but we also
grab shots of wildlife and other
shots with no immediate plan for
them. During an otherwise slow
deer hunt, I shot several clips of
a male pileated woodpecker
knocking big chips out of a dead
cedar a few yards from my treestand. I haven’t used the those

Dan Small is a full-time
freelance writer and TV/radio host
and producer. He has hosted the
award-winning TV shows Outdoor
Wisconsin for Milwaukee PBS since
1984 and Deer Hunt Wisconsin for
multiple outlets since 1991.
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No Excuse For Cabin Fever With These Outdoor Opportunities

J

Brandon Butler

anuary offers no shortage of outdoor opportunities to fish, hunt and trap across the Midwest. Up north, ice fishing is going strong.
Down south, open water still exists. Deer seasons
are wrapping up and predators become a focus.
Don’t even think about letting cabin fever rear its
ugly head. Check out the following Midwestern fishing and hunting opportunities
for some winter time outdoor
enjoyment.
Illinois – Lake
Egypt Largemouth - The
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative created Lake Egypt
in 1962 to provide water for
a power plant. The result has
been great fishing year-round
for more than half a century.
Located just south of Marion,
what makes this 2,300 acre
reservoir special in winter is
a warm water discharge that
keeps the water temperature
up and the largemouth bass
active. With a robust population of largemouth, Lake
Egypt offers anglers big
number days when other
lakes are either froze over or
too cold to be productive
Nick
Shafer of Rend Lake Fishing Guides also operates
on Lake Egypt. He said, “In the winter, I start on the
warm water end of the lake looking for windblown
banks with bait pushed up. We’ll throw a lot of RatL-Traps, and on a good day, catch 30-50.”

Kansas – Bobwhite Quail - December and
January offer good bobwhite quail hunting in Kansas. The season runs through January 31. With over
1,000,000-acres of Walk-In-Hunting-Access
(WIHA), you can plan a last-minute trip and not
have to worry about access. Jordan Martincich, the
Director of Development for Pheasants Forever and!
Quail Forever is a longtime
Kansas resident.!
He said, “Plan your hunt for
after Kansas' firearms deer season which typically ends in
Mid-December. During this
time, it is hard to gain access to
private land and many folks are
chasing deer on WIHA areas
which increases competition for
land and lodging. Bring your
dog boots. Many parts of Kansas have those pesky sand burrs
and goatherds that will leave
your pooches pads raw if you
hunt them unbooted for an extended period of time.” He also
suggests that prior to planning
your trip, you'll want to review
Quail Forever's 2020 Quail
Hunting Forecast and KDWPT's 2020 Upland Bird Forecast
to determine where quail populations are strongest.
Indiana – Crow Hunting - If you spent any
time watching television in Indiana during the
1990s, you’re likely familiar with the famous crow
mascot singing, “There’s more than corn in Indiana,
there’s In-di-ana Beach.” Well, that crow better be
careful come December, because crow hunting is a
great way to pass the winter months in the Hoosier
State.!
With most agriculture fields now empty,
hiding in a fence row with a few decoys laid out in
front of you is a great way to experience some win!
ter wing shooting. According to Marty Benson, As!
sistant Director of the DNR’s Division of Communication, electronic calls are allowed when hunting
crows. However, bait is not allowed by federal law
when hunting crows or other migratory birds.

Kentucky – Kentucky Lake Crappie There is no off season for crappie fishing at
"Kentucky Lake. The winter bite can be excellent. is
known for offering some of the Midwest’s best
crappie fishing all year, including throughout the
winter. January is actually a beautiful time to visit
the lake. You'll catch crappie and should expect to
see a number of bald eagles. We have plenty of resorts, guides and restaurants waiting to serve you,"
said Elena Blevins, Executive Director of the Kentucky Lake CVB. Vertical fishing jigs along the edge
of a drop-off is a prime tactic.
See you down trail…www.driftwoodoutdoors.comor anywhere podcasts are streamed.

JANUARY, 2022
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Wisc. DNR Asks Public To Report
Black Bear Den Locations For
New Research Study - The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR) asks the public to
report any black bear den locations
they find across Wisconsin to support a new research study.
`The study will analyze the
reported dens and generate estimates of reproductive rates within
each bear management zone. These
estimates will improve the accuracy
of the population models for those
zones.
Black bear dens are often
difficult to locate, making public reporting essential to collecting data to
support the study and increase the
accuracy of the black bear population model. Known dens from prior
years can be useful if they are still in
use, and the public is encouraged to
report as much information about the
den's location and recent use as
possible.
Contact: Jennifer PriceTack, DNR Large Carnivore And Elk
Research Scientist
jennifer.pricetack@wisconsin.gov

Wisconsin 2022 Public Access
Lands Atlas Now Available The 2022 Public Access Lands Atlas
is now available from the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources
(DNR).
From state natural areas to
state trails, lakeshores to rivers,
Wisconsin has a wealth of public
lands for everyone to enjoy. Updated
every two years, the Public Access
Lands Atlas will be available for
purchase from the University Book
Store for $99.95.
The Public Access Lands
Atlas contains 441 maps covering
state-wide public lands, roads and
JANUARY, 2022
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waterways. These maps make it
easy to locate a state park, county
forest or lake for a hike, hunting or a
fishing outing.
You can create your own
online map, buy the 466-page atlas,
download PDF maps and search for
places based on outdoor activities.
Download free county maps or
launch the Public Access Lands
Atlas online mapping application on
the DNR website.
Additional atlas information
and maps are also available by:
DVD ($5.95); Individual county
booklets ($29.95); Downloaded
county PDF maps (free); Public
Access Land online mapping applica
tion (free).
Contact: DNR Office of
Communications
DNRPress@wisconsin.gov.

Indiana Hunting, fishing, trapping license fees increase
starting in 2022 - For the first
time since 2006, Indiana DNR
Division of Fish & Wildlife (DFW)
has increased fees for hunting,
fishing, and trapping licenses.
Commercial license fees also
increase, some for the first time
since the 1980s.
The increases will be applied to personal licenses starting
with the 2022-2023 license year
(April 1, 2022 – March 31, 2023) that
will go on sale in January. The fee
increase does not affect licenses for
the remainder of the 2021-2022 license year (April 1, 2021 – March
31, 2022), even if those licenses are
purchased after Jan. 1.
The new fees allow DFW to
maintain core programs including
habitat restoration, maintenance of

public lands, scientific research and
education, and expansion of other
services to manage Indiana’s fish
and wildlife for everyone to enjoy.
Funds will also go to the
DNR Division of Law Enforcement to
ensure it is equipped to provide public safety and enforce the laws governing natural resources.
The new license prices
were determined by comparing license fees among other Midwestern
states and balancing the rising costs
of resource management.
More information on these
changes, including a full list of the
new fees, can be found at: dnr.IN.gov/fish-and-wildlife/licenses-andpermits/fee-changes.

Ohio DNR Announces Ohio
State Parks Winter Hike Challenge - Hikers can enjoy the
sights and earn a limited-edition
winter hike sticker.
Ohio is a beautiful place to
explore, especially in the winter. You
can see it all with the Ohio State
Parks 2022 Winter Hike C h a l-

lenge hosted by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR).
To complete the challenge,
download the DETOUR Ohio Trails
App, available at detour.ohiodnr.gov or in the Apple app or Google
Play store.
(Continued on next page…)
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Participate in hikes at state parks in three different regions of our state between Jan. 1 and March 1,
2022. You can join us for guided hikes, or you can head
out on your own. Just make sure you visit parks in three
different regions. You can even explore one of our Storybook Trails if you are hiking as a family! Find all the details on our Winter Hike Challenge webpage.
When you have completed the challenge, let us
know by submitting your information. The first 500 adventurers to complete the challenge will receive a free limitededition Ohio State Parks Winter Hiker sticker. Ohio State
Parks are hosting hikes throughout the season.

SoDak GFP Launches Go Outdoors South
Dakota, the Combined Licensing and Park
Reservation System

The South Dakota Department of Game, Fish
and Parks (GFP) launched a new e-commerce
system, Go Outdoors South Dakota.
This system combines the purchases of hunting
and fishing licenses with state parks camping reservations
and other purchases. The new system makes it easier and
more convenient for the public to log in and view their
preference points, purchase hunting and fishing licenses,
make park reservations, and manage their profile
information.

JANUARY, 2022
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Perfecting The Tease To Ice More Walleyes
Joe Henry/LOTW Tourism

I

ce anglers who hunt walleyes through the ice know
the feeling. Watching a promising thick line come
through on your electronics, it holds for just a
moment while you are poised, ready to set the
hook to only watch it slowly fade away. In spending
many hours playing the game, there are certainly a
few ways to “tease” walleyes and saugers into getting their teeth into your offering and ultimately ice
more walleyes."
"
Overall, most anglers will utilize the “OneTwo Punch”, meaning, using one jigging line and
having the second line as a deadstick. The strategy
is effective as the jigging line will attract the attention of walleyes and saugers in the area, pulling
them into the area you are fishing. The active fish
will hit your jigging lines. The inactive fish may
slide over and take the deadstick offering, which is
normally a live minnow set under a bobber six inches off of the bottom. This strategy all by itself will
ice more walleyes.
Even with the one-two punch, there are nuances to catching more fish. Here are a few tools to
put into your walleye toolbelt!
Be Different. It is easy to gravitate to your
favorite lure that is your “go to”. If you are fishing
by yourself, maybe a smart start. If you are ice fishing with others and they are using the same lure or
presentation, start out using something different.
Being different will help you and your fellow anglers better understand what the walleyes want that
day. Typically, a certain lure, color, bait and presentation will emerge as a pattern and others can then
mimic what is working.
Hard to Get. Sometimes walleyes are just
like humans, they want what is hard to get. When
that mark on your electronics is not

“Learning what each walleye
wants and how they want it
is invaluable….”
responding to your normal jigging cadence, mix it
up. One of the most successful teases for a walleye
is what seems to emulate an escaping baitfish.
Shake your lure while at the same time raising it up in the water column. When the fish starts
to respond and rise up with you, do not stop! Keep
it fleeing away, much like a minnow would do in
trying to escape a predator. The tendency is to stop
JANUARY, 2022

the lure so the walleye can catch it. Don’t do it!
This usually turns the walleye’s aggressiveness off.
Keep just ahead of the predator, mark my words,
they will close the gap.
Often times, a walleye will chase your bait
half way up the water column or more. When they
eat, they crush it pushing your bait up giving you
slack. Be ready for it and set the hook!
When raising the bait in the water column,
use your reel vs lifting your rod with your arms. If
you have raised your arms up too high, you not only
have nothing left to set the hook with, if you are
fishing in a fish house with a lower roof, you will
actually hit the roof of the fish house with the rod
when you set the hook. Using your reel to control
the depth of your lure will keep your arms in the best
hook setting position.
There are times when a walleye or sauger
will chase you way up and slowly drift back down to
the bottom. Don’t get discouraged. Go after them
again. Many times the walleye or sauger will respond numerous times before deciding to actually
eat.
Good electronics for ice fishing helps
tremendously in understanding how the fish are reacting. Learning what each walleye wants and how
they want it is invaluable. I grew up using a Vexilar
(Continued on next page…)
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Perfecting the Tease…
and wouldn’t give it up. Electronics are an important part of icing walleyes and gives ice anglers a big
advantage.
Be Aggressive. There is a time to speed up
and a time to slow down. Getting erratic and aggressive with search lures, swimming baits, vibration baits and larger spoons can trigger the eyes to
eat. This might mean pounding the bottom, fast high
lifts with uncontrolled drops, constant shaking and
jigging higher up in the water column. Much like a
crankbait, going after the reaction strike can trick
walleyes into hitting your lure when a normal presentation would not work.
“…we don’t always know

why something works,
but it just does
so we keep using it.”
Chill Out. Of course, the opposite approach
of targeting more neutral fish is to go more finesse.
That might mean smaller lures, tipping your lures
with smaller pieces of bait, less action while jigging
or even setting your jigging line on a bucket simply
watching for the rod tip to bend ever so ever
slightly. Some very good ice anglers actually prefer
watching their rod tip vs using a bobber as they feel
it is easier to detect light biters. A subtle tweak during a tough bite will ice more walleyes.
Deadsticking. As much fun as it is jigging
up a nice walleye, it is also fun being productive and
catching as many fish as possible. This is why most
ice anglers targeting walleyes will have down a
deadstick, or a bobber line in addition to the jigging
line.
Some walleyes and saugers simply prefer a
lively minnow vs a lure. Some might be in a neutral
mood and in other cases, it might just be their preference based on what they are eating, the pressure
system, clouds or sun, how deep they are, etc., etc.
The bottom line is we don’t always know why something works, but it just does so we keep using it.
Consider these techniques to ice more
walleyes:
Raise it up! Similar to how walleyes will
chase a lure up in the water column, I have friends
who swear by keeping their deadstick offering,
which is usually a hook or walleye ice jig with a live
minnow, a few feet off of the bottom vs 6 inches to a
JANUARY, 2022

foot off as would be the norm. The thought again is,
walleyes are used to feeding up when eating baitfish
and this represents what they are used to doing.
Many times I have set my rod down momentarily on
a bucket or chair and watched a walleye slowly rise
way up and take the offering. Keeping your deadstick offering high can ice more walleyes when the
norm is not.
Dead bait. It is one thing using dead bait
such as frozen emerald shiners on Lake of the
Woods when jigging. It is another when deadsticking. Walleyes never cease to amaze me. Recently, I
had a friend do something I had not seen before and
put on a walleye and sauger clinic. He purposefully
chose the dead minnow from the minnow bucket for
his deadstick line vs the live.
Most anglers use a live minnow on the
deadstick. In this case, as the other holes weren’t
setting the world on fire, he thought he would try it.
Keeping his offering in the strike zone 6-18 inches
off of the bottom, it was the hottest hole in the
house. Who would have guessed!
Walleye fishing can be challenging. Learning how to tease walleyes into a bite vs watching
that mark on your electronics slowly disappear can
really change the day for the better. The subtle art of
“teasing” is often the missing element that will allow
you to ice more walleyes.
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“Come Explore the Great Outdoors”
Branson - A Great Cure For Cabin Fever

A

re the cold winds blowing and the snow piling
up where you live? Does it seem like spring is
a long way away? Do you long for open water
fishing instead of sitting around a hole in the
ice waiting for a fish to bite? Is that dreaded disease
called cabin fever starting to get to you?
Branson, Missouri is a great cure for what
ails you. It is nestled in beautiful forested hills and
surrounded by three lakes. Nationally known for its
great family entertainment, shopping and championhip golf courses, it is also a great winter outdoor
destination for those who hike, bike, camp, fish and
even golf.
Branson experiences a mostly mild winter
climate. Average daytime temperatures can rise into
the 50s or higher. There is usually very little snow
but sometimes a dusting or an inch or two will only
add to the beauty of this special place.That kind of
weather also makes it possible to still enjoy all the
outdoors activities and the entertainment.
In case you didn’t know it, one of the best
trout lakes in America flows right through Branson.
The Missouri Department of Conservation does a
great job keeping Lake Taneycomo stocked with
plenty of good eating size rainbow trout but there are
also trophy size rainbows in these waters. Speaking
of trophy size, the state record brown trout weighing
40 pounds 6 ounces came from Lake Taneycomo.
That is just a little over a pound short of the world
record. Record breaking catches are catching the
attention of trout anglers around the world. You can
catch trout here year-round but if most serious trout
anglers could pick one time of year to go, it would
be winter because oxygen levels are very good and !
the trout are more active.!
"
The mild winter weather also keeps!
fishermen casting into the waters of nearby Table
Rock and Bull Shoals lakes in search of largemouth
and smallmouth bass, walleye, stripers and crappie.
Explore all your fishing options at https://
www.explorebranson.com/fishing.!
"
Bring your bike and your hiking shoes and
take advantage of over 200 miles of hiking and
biking trails. You can also enjoy winter camping
snuggled in your warm sleeping bag or inside your
RV or sitting around a blazing campfire. If you’re
not into winter camping, cabins are a great way to
go. You'll find rental options ranging from rustic log
cabins to luxurious lodges; you can even stay in a
treehouse! Just imagine relaxing by the fire or
JANUARY, 2022

enjoying coffee and the sunrise or sunset from the
deck of your cabin or lodge in the woods
overlooking a tranquil lake. It gives you a front-row
seat for nature's amazing winter show. Explore all
your options at https://www.explorebranson.com/
places-to-stay.!
"
Besides all the outdoor activities that can be
enjoyed during winter around Branson, there are a
multitude of other things for you and your family to
do as many of the shows and attractions are open all
winter long.!
Explore everything there is to do during the
winter at https://www.explorebranson.com/seasons/
winter.!
Branson is less than one day’s drive for most
of you. Or, low-cost flights are available from most
major cities to the Branson Airport (BKG) or the
nearby Springfield-Branson National Airport (SGF).
So, what are you waiting for? You can sit around
waiting for spring to get here or you can come
explore Branson and cure your cabin fever.!
Media Contact: Larry Whiteley / Outdoor
Ambassador / Explore Branson:
larrywhiteley2@gmail.com
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Become the Arrow - The Art of
MODERN Barebow Shooting

T

Bryon Ferguson with Glenn Helgeland

arget Communications publisher, Glenn Helgeland, is proud to introduce more new
archery info...in the second edition of BECOME THE ARROW! Author Byron Ferguson is a famed archery barebow shooter, outdoor
show performer, trick shot , skilled bowhunter and
longbow manufacturer teamed up with Helgeland to
produce this updated edition of “Become the
Arrow”.
Some of the new features include: 1) An entire
chapter on TARGET PANIC. Byron had it and
whipped it. Here he tells you how he believes you
can whip it, too, if you have it; 2) Byron's international shooting performances -- all the countries
he has performed in, the huge crowds who came to
see him shoot (up to 15,000), how well he was received; 3) An expanded photo display of the BIG
GAME and other trophies Byron has taken with his
bow; and 4) Special awards and honors Byron has
received. The core of the book - learning to "become the arrow" is unchanged from the first edition.
Byron Ferguson -- archery trick shot,
bowhunter, longbow manufacture, avid proponent of
barebow shooting -- developed a modern barebow
aiming and shooting system called “become the arrow” for longbow and recurve shooters. It is easy to
learn, reliable and puts your mental and physical
focus where it belongs -- on the target. He calls it
“the art of MODERN barebow shooting, taking accurate shooting one long step beyond the bow."
Ferguson says, "Your arrow is the only
bridge between you and the target...the only thing
that contacts the target. It is the only projection of
yourself, of your concentration, of your focus. That's
why you should "become the arrow”.
He adds, "‘Become the Arrow' shooting system is the besbarebow shooting system for hunting,
for tournaments or just shooting for pleasure.
“When you become the arrow, you extend
your mental approach to accurate shooting,” Ferguson explains. “Coaches often advise ‘become the
bow’, but the bow is only a launching device. The
arrow is the ultimate and final part, whether hitting a
target bullseye or cleanly striking game in the
vitals."
By applying what Ferguson says in this
book, you also will learn the incredible value of vi-
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sualization. When you extend your mental framework to the arrow…when you visualize the arrow
hitting the exact spot you intended it to hit…then
you truly have become the arrow and will be a more
deadly shot.
Plus, there’s bowhunting tips that pay off!
A skilled bowhunter, Ferguson has tagged more
than 300 whitetail deer (his family eats venison
nearly exclusively), record-book black bear, plus
moose, pronghorn, mule deer, caribou, wild hog,
upland game birds and countless small game. He
also has shot coyotes with his bow.
As a bonus, he gives you the benefit of his extensive North American hunting experience in this
book, too.
You will find in-depth bowhunting material including sections on: tidal charts and moon phases;
tree stand placement; funneling deer; hunting from
the ground; hunting a creek; deer body language;
scouting a new area; finding lost blood trails; the
five priorities of bowhunting; the 10 most-frequent
mistakes; and more…
It can be ordered from: www.targetcommbooks.com, and also is available at most Cabela's and
Bass Pro Shops stores and from Lancaster Archery
Supply. Available in mid-February (contact Glenn
Helgeland/Target Communications for review
copies). Glenn Helgeland, Publisher, glenn.helgeland@gmail.com; www.targetcommbooks.com
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Congress passes Chronic Wasting Disease to expand research
and management

C

Brandon Butler

hronic Wasting Disease (CWD) is an always
fatal neurological disease that affects members
of the deer family known as cervids, which
includes white-tailed deer, mule deer, moose
and elk. This horrible disease continues to spread
across North America. Concerned wildlife enthusiasts should be happy to know, their U.S. House of
Representatives passed H.R. 5608, the Chronic
Wasting Disease Research and Management Act to
provide additional funding for researching and combatting CWD.
When you dig in and look at CWD management across the country, you can see the benefits
or ramifications to selected styles of dealing with the
disease. Take Illinois for example. CWD was discovered in Illinois in 2002, but you don’t hear a lot
about the disease there. To date, they have discovered 1,165 positives from a sample size of 141,074
tested. The reason Illinois has been able to keep the
disease at bay is largely because of a strong targeted
surveillance program that attacks the disease where
it is known to be, which requires aggressive culling.
On the other hand, Wisconsin is a disaster.
Also discovered there in 2002, CWD has spread like
wildfire, because one of the worst natural resources
administration decisions in modern times was to basically do nothing about the disease and let it spread.
They now have CWD in over 50 counties with areas
where 50 percent of bucks harvested are infected. So
far in 2021, out of 6,313 deer tested in Wisconsin,
661 have been positive. Thankfully, citizens made a
change in political leadership and regulation changes
are being made, but that genie is going to be real
tough to put back in the bottle. Other states continue
to learn from Wisconsin’s mistakes.
The Congressional Sportsmen’s Foundation
has been at the forefront of CWD legislation for
years. The CSF has taken a policy lead working to
develop legislation to combat Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD). They have been a facilitator of experts,
hunting conservation groups, wildlife science professionals, and vested stakeholders. Now, behind the
leadership of Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus
(CSC) Members Reps. Kind and Thompson who are
championing H.R. 5608, they have secured a big win
for wildlife.
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According to a CSF press release, the
Chronic Wasting Disease Research and Management
Act will help address CWD by authorizing $70 million annually from Fiscal Year 2022 to Fiscal Year
2028 to be split evenly between CWD research and
management efforts. Of this, $35 million will be
dedicated annually for CWD research to develop
testing methods, enhance detection efforts, better
understand genetic resistance, among others. The
remaining $35 million will be used for the management of CWD by prioritizing funding for state and
tribal wildlife agencies that have the highest incidence of CWD, are demonstrating the most significant commitments to combatting CWD, are facing
the greatest risk of new CWD cases, and more.
“CSF applauds the House for moving quickly to pass the Chronic Wasting Disease Research and
Management Act – a thoughtful, bipartisan, and
meaningful piece of legislation to

authorizing $70 million annually
from Fiscal Year 2022
to Fiscal Year 2028
combat one of the most pressing wildlife conservation challenges, CWD,” said CSF President and
CEO Jeff Crane. “Thanks to the leadership of Congressional Sportsmen’s Caucus Members Reps. Kind
and Thompson, the House passage of this bill marks
the most significant progress a comprehensive piece
of legislation to address this issue has made, and we
encourage the Senate to quickly follow suit.”
The strong bipartisan support for this critical
legislation shown in the House vote, leads us to believe the Senate will follow and move this legislation the President’s desk. He should sign it into law
to protect cervids and to provide much needed resources to our wildlife managers.
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